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Guidelines for interviewee and interviewer

Being well prepared and then doing interviews methodically will help you make the most of this important recruitment tool. When interviewing job candidates, you want to determine what kind of people they are, how good their interpersonal skills are, how they might react under pressure, whether they have skills for the job, and whether they have been honest in their resumes.
PREPARE FOR THE INTERVIEW Set aside enough time. Dedicate a specific time, conduct interviews in the appropriate location, without interruption by email, phone or other employees. This will allow you to concentrate, while also giving a good first impression of your company to the applicant. Read the resume first. Make sure you've carefully studied each resume before. Of
course, when meeting with candidates, you should have a copy of your resume on hand for reference, but this is not the time to ask, What have you done? Know the resume so you can use the time to dig deeper. Write a good job description. Having a specific and thorough outline of what candidates will do on the job makes it easier to assess applicants, said Derek Gagné, CEO
of HR consulting firm Talent Edge Solutions. Know what you are looking for: who to have and who is good to have. Some things you can handle later with practice. Know the intangibles. Resumes cannot show some of the intangibles that employees can bring to work. Gagné said, Ask yourself, what behavior do you want? You could have someone who is a point-of-sale wizard but
might be a bad team player. Identifying these intangibles beforehand will help you investigate them. Write some specific questions. Don't just take the candidate's resume and wing it, Gagné said. Have 10 or 12 questions that you will ask consistently to each candidate. This is especially important if you are going to interview multiple applicants and want to compare answers later.
This doesn't mean there won't be a one-off question. A skilled interviewer knows when to move on from the script. DO AN INTERVIEW Now that you're well prepared, you're in a position to do a productive interview. If you're unsure of your interview skills, you can always learn more by contacting your local chamber of commerce, taking a course at the community college level, or
seeking the help of companies like Talent Edge Solutions Introduce yourself. Greet candidates politely show respect to them and will help keep them calm. Tell them something about you and the company. This is the first impression a candidate will make of you, so come the office that and turn off your phone. Set the stage. Set the tone by telling the applicant what to expect over
the next half hour or so. Remember, you're also being observed. Your behavior will set the tone for the interview. If you find it as too casual, applicants can take interviews less seriously. But being too serious is likely to make candidates more In both cases, you are unlikely to issue the best on the individual. How you conduct yourself during an interview should also reflect the
image and values of your business. Review the work. Spell out what involves the position in more detail than outlined in the job post, so that candidates can make sure the job is right for them. Tell them what core tasks and responsibilities, and any working conditions that could affect them. Say whether the position is permanent or temporary, or on contract. Start with common
questions. Start by asking a few questions about the candidate's background and interest in the position. Get candidates to tell you about how they see themselves in relation to work and what they can contribute. Review the applicant's resume. Ask candidates about specific positions on their resumes related to the positions you hire. Ask them about the details of the job, the
responsibilities, what they achieved, the pressures they encountered. Ask about inconsistencies or gaps in employment or education, as there may be a simple explanation. Ask about candidates' reasons for leaving past or current jobs. Ask some consistent questions. Use a specific set of questions for all applicants. This will help you compare candidates and find skills and
abilities that best match what you are looking for. Vary your questions. It is important for you to ask questions about skills specifically related to the duties and responsibilities of the position. This will help you uncover the strengths and weaknesses of the candidate. Don't forget that open questions are the best during interviews, like What was the most difficult challenge of your last
job? Give candidates a chance to ask questions. Confidently answering any question thrown at you means knowing all aspects of the position and being able to clarify your expectations, in addition to listing the benefits of working for your business. Applicants should be given a good opportunity to answer your questions and ask questions themselves to determine if the job and
company are right for them. Their questions can help you assess whether a candidate is sufficiently ready for an interview and is really interested in the job. An effective strategy is the 80/20 rule: you do 80 percent of listening and 20 percent of the talk. Provides a timeline. Always give an estimate of the length of time until the final selection will be made. Give an indication of when
candidates might expect to hear back from you regarding the final results or the next steps in the hiring process. This is Part 2 of the 3 part series on Interviewing. To read Part 1 and 3 of this series, please click the below: This article may be republished for non-commercial purposes subject to the terms of the Website Usage Agreement. To republish this article, you must include
the following notice along with the article: © 2020 go2 Tourism HR Society. All Of All Booked. Republished under license. Being a good interviewer is essential if you want to recruit the right people for your company. Conducting job interviews is an important part of your hiring strategy, which can make or break your entire hiring process. ➡️ Download Checklist of Key Candidate
Interviews &amp;amp; Employee Orientation! All the time and effort you invest in finding the right job candidate will be in vain if you don't know how to choose the best among them. Unfortunately, choosing the best candidate is not easy. Choosing the best person for the job is not as simple as hiring a candidate with the best skills and experience needed. The person you hire
should be the best choice not only for your open job position, but also for your corporate culture. You need to hire the best talent by finding the perfect one. Most employers don't know how to do that. According to a recent CareerBuilder survey, nearly three in four employers (74 percent) say they have hired the wrong person for the position. Hiring the wrong person for that
position can have an adverse impact on your company. A global survey, conducted by Harris Interactive, has found that bad employees can cost companies up to $50,000! Finally, being a good recruiter will ensure that your chosen candidate receives your job offer. According to the LinkedIn Global Talent Trends Report, 83% of talent says that a negative interview experience
can change their mind about a role or company they once liked. How can you be a better interviewer? Interviews are art. If you want to be a good interviewer, you need to learn how to choose the best candidate not only for the job but also for the company. You need to ask the right questions the right way, maintain the right attitude and read your candidate's body language. Good
interviewers are those who know how to vote for the best candidate AND provide a great candidate experience. Being a good interviewer requires a lot of knowledge and practice. In this guide, I'll share useful tips and tricks to help you do a great interview. How does a good interviewer prepare for an interview? The secret to being a good interviewer is to prepare. A good
interviewer spends a lot of time and effort preparing for an interview. I can't stress this enough: A thorough preparation process is the key to a great interview! There are a lot of things you need to prepare for before an actual interview takes place. If you want to be a good interviewer, here's what you should do before the interview starts:Step #1: Review your job descriptionIf you're
using a job description template, make sure it's a template reviewed and tailored to suit your company's specific needs. You need to know every detail of your open job position and have a clear idea of job assignments, job responsibilities, and job requirements. Step #2: Have a clear picture of your ideal candidateBefore you start interviewing, you should have a clear picture of
your ideal candidate. This is why need to create your candidate persona. Have a clear idea of this person's characteristics, skills, knowledge and experience, as well as motivation and interests. Step #3: Choose the best interview questionOne of the most important steps in your interview process is to choose the best job interview question. In addition to questions that will allow
you to assess your candidate's skills and experience, be sure to include culturally appropriate job interview questions as well. Step #4: Develop a rating system Develop a rating system with the right criteria for each and every job interview question you choose. This is so important! A lot of recruiters miss this part, but it's a big mistake. Without it, you will not be able to assess your
candidate's answers in an objective and transparent manner. Step #5: Create an interview timelineOutline the course of your interview. Did you start with a warm welcome and informal chat? Or do you plan to do a more formal introduction? You have to walk in each interview knowing exactly which questions you will ask, in what order and how long each should answer. Step #6:
Research job candidateMake believes you've thoroughly researched every candidate who comes in for an interview. Go through each line of their resume and cover letter. Carefully study their portfolios, sample work and/or assignments. Take notes if you want to discuss some interesting points during the interview. Step #7: Set up your pitchRemember that the interview is a two-
way process. In the same way you evaluate candidates, they also evaluate you and your company. Make sure you have prepared an attractive field to sell your company's brand and the culture, profits, and benefits of your company. Step #8: Schedule interviewsThe VirginityGood always schedules interviews on time! It's best practice to send 3 emails to candidates. First, email a
special interview invitation that includes several different day and time options, location, interview type, and estimated interview duration. Once you've received your candidate's response, send an interview confirmation email. Finally, email an interview reminder to the candidate one or two days before the set date. Step #9: Book a room/placeThe virginity ensures always ensure a
place where they can conduct interviews without being distracted. Book an appropriate office space such as a meeting or conference room. To avoid distractions and distractions during interviews, make sure your colleagues know you won't be available for consultations, calls, or meetings. Step #10: Prepare food and drinksFor example a small one such as preparing a glass of
water and offering your candidate with cake and tea or coffee can go a long way. Be sure to prepare everything you need first have your colleagues available to make and bring tea or coffee for your candidate. Be a good and attentive interviewer. :)How does a good interviewer do an interview? Doing an interview is complicated process. A good interviewer knows that doing a job
interview is much more than just asking questions and listening to candidates' answers. A good interviewer should also keep the interview on the right track, watch the time and pay attention to the candidates and their own body language – all at the same time! To help you excel in all these important tasks, here are my best practice tips for conducting a great job interview:Tip #1:
Give a warm welcomeA good interviewer sets the stage for a successful interview by giving a warm welcome to your candidate. Make sure your body language is positive, that you have a strong handshake and a big welcome smile on your face. Tips #2: Deciphering the interview structure A good interviewer outlines the structure of the interview for the candidate right at the
beginning of the interview. This will make candidates feel more in control, which will help them relax and feel more comfortable. Be sure to tell them the duration of the planned interview. This #3: Create an introductionShortly introduce yourself, your company, and those positions. Don't assume that candidates know everything about your company and position. A good interviewer
makes it all clear by highlighting the most important information. Tip #4: Doing structured interviews The best interviewers always do amazing interviews. Structured interviews are the kind of interviews in which the interviewer asks a specific set of pre-planned questions. Print out your questions and take them with you to the interview site. Stick to your list of questions and ask all
candidates the same questions in the same order. This #5: Make your conversationalAlthough will have a list of questions you need to ask, don't let your interview turn into an interrogation. Don't just wait for the candidates to stop talking to ask other questions. Make conversation! Listen carefully and engage with your candidates in a natural way, as you do in regular
conversations. This #6: Take note Don't assume that you'll remember everything your candidate says - take note! Don't use a laptop because it creates a physical barrier between you and the candidate, who is off-putting. Also, don't write on their print resumes. A good interviewer has a scorecard printed on paper and uses it to take notes. Best #7: Stay open-minded Split and be
honest about your potential biases. A good interviewer avoids being swayed by first impressions and spends the rest of the interview looking for evidence to back it up. Give candidates a chance to surprise you! Instead of jumping to conclusions, repeat your candidate's answer and check if you understand it correctly. Best #8: Watch body languageThe VirginityGood pays attention
to the candidate's body language. Body and face send lots of different nonverbal cues that can provide very useful insights. However, avoid making assumptions unless you have learned good practice for reading your candidate's body language. You. in mind that your body sends a signal too! Tip#9: Be a collaborativeGood interviewer to include others in the interview process. A
good idea is to invite a representative of the team you select candidates will be part of to join the interview. That way, you can assess candidate skills and get fitter, which is just one of the many benefits of collaborative recruitment. Tip #10: End the interview the right wayThe soul always end the interview the right way. Leave enough time at the end of the interview and give the
candidate a chance to ask questions. Describe the next steps and provide the expected timeline. If possible, give your candidates a short office tour to give them a glimpse into your corporate culture. What does a good interviewer do after an interview? A lot of good interviewers I know say that the hardest part of their job starts after they do a job interview with all the candidates.
This is because in this phase the interviewer needs to make actual decisions about who you will hire. Interviewers also need to let all the other great candidates you've met and interview that they didn't get the job. Here's how a good interviewer does this process:Step #1: Evaluate your notes Necessary, go through your notes and put them in order. Systematically organize all the
information you collect during the interview. The result of your work should be a complete candidate profile and a comparable scorecard. Step #2: Select the best candidateIf you have completed the previous step, choosing the best candidate should be fairly easy. Use your scorecard to rate each candidate against pre-defined criteria. Once you've completed this process for each
interviewee, select your top 3 highest-scoring candidates. Finally, compare them to each other and make your decision. Step #3: Send job offers to selected candidates The best way to tell candidates they're getting a job is to pick up the phone and call them! When a confirmed candidate receives your job offer over the phone, you should send them a formal job offer letter or email
as soon as possible! Formal job offer letters/emails should include information about positions, compensation, additional compensation such as bonuses, working hours, and various types of benefits. Make sure you also outline the next steps and provide the necessary orientation details. Step #4: Notify rejected candidates of your decision As soon as possible after the candidate
you choose receives your job offer, contact all other candidates to let them know they didn't get the job. It is very important that know how to say Sorry, you don't get a job in a way to maintain a strong employer brand. Make sure you only send customized post-interview rejection emails and provide a brief explanation of the main reasons why they didn't get the job. Step #5:
Engage with your silver medalistKeep in the mind that the candidate you have turned down for this particular job position may be a good fit some other future or even current job openings in your company. Add them to your talent pool and keep them engaged until the right opportunity comes along. This is the final secret of a good interviewer – they know that staying in touch with
their silver candidates is essential to a more productive and faster hiring process. Key takeaways to be a great interviewerA good interviewer knows how to pick the best candidate and provide a great candidate experience. To be a good interviewer, it's not enough to follow best practices for doing job interviews. A good interviewer knows that the key to successful interviews lies in
preparation. A good interviewer also completes a number of important tasks after the interview. In this guide, I outline all the important steps you need to take before, during, and after an interview to make your interview process effective and efficient. Apply these tips to ensure a smooth interview process and learn your interview skills! Characteristics of the interviewer
[INFOGRAPHIC]Take your interview process to a whole new level! If you're a very ambitious interviewer who wants to make your interview process more effective, we can help!  Our TalentLyft Track Solution can make your interview process much simpler and more organized. For starters, you can schedule each interview with just one click! Imagine sending an automated
email with an interview appointment that automatically syncs with your work calendar. Cool, huh? You can also set up your interview questions and print out different candidate answers on the spot. Use our existing scorecards to evaluate your candidates, or create your own based on specific job interview questions. Sound interesting?  Try our service for free (for 14 days,
no credit card required to register, cancel anytime)! Once you're on a free trial, you can tell our team about your needs in live chat. During the free trial, we'll help you set up a winning, hassle-free interview process! Process!
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